
JEEP
ONE-PIECE BUMPERS

JEEP ROOF LED
MOUNTING BRACKETS

JEEP HOOD LED
MOUNTING BRACKETS

JEEP MODULAR
BUMPER UPGRADES

The new ARIES Jeep roof LED mounting brackets allow 
an LED light bar up to 50" long to be mounted above the 
windshield. The brackets are constructed from welded, 
powder-coated stainless steel for maximum rust resistance.

For ultimate functionality on the trail, the one-piece bumper 
features a winch and shackle rating of 12,500 lbs. and high-
strength, all-steel construction. Front and rear bumpers mount 
with no drilling required for a custom fit on the Jeep Wrangler.

The new Jeep hood LED mounting brackets install easily using 
factory mounting points and accept an LED light bar up to 20" 
long. The brackets will not interfere with the windshield sprayers, 
and they are constructed from stainless steel.

The ARIES Jeep modular bumper has been upgraded 
with new corner end caps to accept LED lights, a stinger 
attachment to add protection for the winch and new D-ring 
shackles for tow straps, adding a customized, trail-ready look.
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ROCKER STEP 
EXPANSION

SEAT DEFENDERS™ - 
XL AND CARGO

ADVANTEDGE™ 
TIE-DOWN ANCHORS

ARIES 3" rocker steps offer extra rocker panel 
protection, a convenient step up and plenty of 
off-road ground clearance. This year, we have 
expanded our vehicle coverage beyond Jeep, 
offering applications for several new pickups.

Seat Defender™ is a use-as-needed seat 
protection system that is easy to install, remove, 
clean and store. This year, we have added two 
new models, including an XL bench seat for full-
size pickups and a versatile cargo area blanket.

These new tie-down anchors attach to the 
top-edge track system of the AdvantEDGE™ 
headache rack. They provide multiple holes 
for cargo straps and are highly adjustable 
with an easy-to-operate threaded knob.

JEEP INNER 
FENDER LINERS

JEEP HEAVY-DUTY 
SPARE TIRE CARRIER

JEEP ROOF 
CARGO BRACKETS

ARIES inner fender liners mount with our Jeep 
fender flares and provide ultimate protection 
for the engine compartment against mud, 
water and debris. They are built from welded 
aluminum to strong and rust-free.

The Jeep HD spare tire carrier is built to mount 
an oversized tire, featuring an adjustable third 
brake light and strong, welded steel construction. 
It is designed to replace the factory door hinges 
with heavy-duty hinges and requires no drilling.

These brackets are the perfect way to add 
storage space to the Jeep Wrangler. They 
feature a no-drill, quick release system for easy 
installation, and they are made from strong, 
welded steel with a durable carbide powder coat.

ADVANTEDGE™ 
LED CENTER FLANGE

HEADACHE RACK FOR 
COLORADO / CANYON

LED LIGHT BARS 
AND LIGHTS

The AdvantEDGE™ bull bar sets itself apart with 
a modern, angular design and all-aluminum 
construction. This year, we are setting it apart 
even further with an all-new center flange 
option, featuring integrated LED lights.

This headache rack has an all-new design, 
made specifically for the Chevy Colorado and 
GMC Canyon. It features a modern, angular 
frame of extruded aluminum, an octagonal grid 
center section and a durable powder coat finish.

Light up the trail with new ARIES LED light bars 
and lights with Cree bulbs. We offer single-row 
and double-row lights bars, ranging from 4" up 
to 50" long, and we offer flush-mount LED lights 
in sets of two. Hardware and wiring included.


